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PRESIDENT: RICK COVE 

Mobile: 0401 278 238 Home Ph: 03 5156 6237  

Email: rckcv@wideband.net.au 

VICE PRESIDENT:  TIM SCRIVEN 

Mobile: 0419 307 225  

Email: tim@scrivens.com.au  

SECRETARY:  JAN THOMPSON 

Mobile: 0412 078 096 (personal) 0423 943 010 (KVE mobile) Home ph: 02 9969 7607  

Email: jan.thompson1@optusnet.com.au kveinc@optusnet.com.au   

TREASURER:  SCOTT ROUGH 

Mobile: 0419 545 801  

Email: roughies@gmail.com 

COMMITTEE MEMBER:  SARAH BUSH 

Mobile:  0419 885 545  

Email: gonebush@phoenixpaintball.com.au 
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COMMITTEE MEMBER:  JOHN WRIGHT 

Mobile:  0401 779 335 

 

COMMITTEE MEMBER:  RICHARD FARRANT  

Phone: 0011 441233 627618  

Email:   ayefve@btinternet.com 

Accommodation contact details 

Ball Park Caravan Park, Bridge Road Corowa 2646 Ph (02) 60 33 1426 Sonia & Andrew 
Palmer 

 

Corowa Airport, Redlands Road Corowa 2646   Ph 0415 704 748 Tabitha & Tim Hughes 

 

Accommodation in Corowa can be difficult to find unless you are camping at Ball Park Caravan 
Park or at Corowa Airport.  If you require other accommodation please contact the Corowa 
Tourist Information Centre on 1800 814 054 or via email corinfo@dragnet.com.au   

They will be able to assist in organising your booking. 
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Newsletter President’s Report No 9. 

 

I‟ve been sitting back and thinking about the 2011 Corowa Swim-In. What a success it was. A few prob-

lems arose but they were dealt with as soon as the Committee was informed of them. We have to keep 

a tight rein on all aspects of the Swim-In. 

 

There was plenty of help coming from everyone. All we had to do was ask and someone stepped up to 

the task. I thank you all for that. 

 

It is really good that the Corowa Shire is right behind our event. At our last meeting we had a visit from 

The Mayor, Fred Longmire, and another councillor (whose name I unfortunately have misplaced), and 

Shaun from the Federation Festival Committee. These 3 gentlemen had nothing but praise for our event 

and the way it is run. We are the longest continuous event in the Corowa Shire. Next year will be our 

33rd event. The Shire asked that some Survey forms be filled out and of the 200 we received, more than 

160 were returned to the Shire. So well done and thanks to those of you who filled them out. Kendall 

Chubb is one of our Shire contacts and she was extremely helpful during the week, so thanks Kendall. It 

was interesting to see the reaction from participants when they added up how much they had spent in 

Corowa. 

 

It was interesting to see the rare and unusual WW2 Axis vehicles, Thanks Doug for bringing the NSU 

Kettenkrad. Most participants would not have seen one before. The BMW and Zundapp combinations 

looked great and the Kubel type 82 and the Volkswagen sedan helped top it off. All we needed was a VW 

166 Schwimmwagen to make the European theme complete.  

 

The British side was well represented with the WW1 Albion and WW2 Bedford QLR taking pride of 

place in the centre of the display line up at the Airfield on Saturday. LandRovers, Champs and a Humber 

4x4, Ferrets, Saracens, Saladin and a Vixen showed the vast array of military vehicle out there these days. 

 

Our Annual General meeting will be in Corowa on Saturday 23rd July 2011 commencing at 3pm. We have 

our first overseas Committee member in Richard Farrant. You might wonder how we can have overseas 

Committee members? Well it‟s not too different to the rest of the Committee, as we are scattered all 

across Australia. The internet and telephone system is our main form of contact. Richard is currently as-

sisting Jan in some of her work. 

 

I hope that all you 6x6 owners will have finished your restorations ready for next years Theme, The Year 

of the 6x6.  

 

 

Rick 
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Corowa Swim-In Re-mailer 

 

The internet and email have proved to be an invaluable resource for so many in the ex-

military vehicles hobby. Many of those who attend Corowa or have an interest in the event 

have friendships and connections they have made via the internet. Quite often it is years 

after these connections are made that people finally meet in person. From the early days 

of the internet the connections took place, many having made international connections 

dating back to the mid-1980s. 

 

However, there are few Australian members and very little Australian content. Our large 

distances in Australia and proportionally small population mean that of all countries, we 

should be making the most of anything that allows collectors to stay in touch with each 

other. 

 

There are also several "forums" where the more internet active collectors "meet", how-

ever they may not suit those who don't "surf" the web or have slow connections. 

 

Because the major Australian MV event is Corowa, there is an opportunity for a re-mailer 

to serve both the Corowa event and Australian ex-military vehicle collectors. We hope this 

free service will do that. 

 

It is a place to meet, discuss and share your experiences and knowledge with like-minded 

people specifically for discussion relating to the KVE Corowa military vehicle rally. 

 

In order to provide as much protection for subscribers against junk email as possible, the 

re-mailer has been made hard for search engines to find. Thus you will need to type into 

your browser page the following address: 

 

http://au.groups.yahoo.com/group/Corowa-Swim-In/ 

 

If you are not already a free member of the Yahoo service, please email Doug at the ad-

dress below for detailed instructions on how to navigate the joining process. 

 

dgrev@iinet.net.au 

http://au.groups.yahoo.com/group/Corowa-Swim-In/
mailto:dgrev@iinet.net.au
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 Secretary and Public Relations Report 

After another successful event at Corowa in 2011 we are planning towards 2012 which is Year of the 6x6. People 

have been planning ahead to make sure they have their vehicles ready for this theme. I am anticipating that we will 

see a variety of 6x6 vehicles such as DUKW, Stalwart, GMC, Studebakers, Blitz‟s, Dodge Weapons Carriers, Inter-

nationals etc. With the announcement of themes a few years ahead of the event has been encouraging people to 

complete restorations of theme vehicles. It is great to see this and we do appreciate people bringing along any ve-

hicle. (It isn‟t necessary to have a theme vehicle. The important thing is to come along and have a good time.) 

 
Themes for 2013, 2014 and 2015 

Theme for 2013: Year of the Trailed Equipment and Year of the Armoured Vehicle 

Theme for 2014: Year of the WW1 and Year of the Ford 

Theme for 2015: Year of the Emergency Vehicle and Year of General Motors 

Participants get an opportunity to suggest a theme for 2016 at the event in 2012. 

 
Entry Forms: 

A form is attached to this newsletter. The Entry is $15 and we appreciate people getting their entries in ASAP so 

this gives us an idea of the types and numbers of vehicles and people to expect. We make sure you get value for 

money and there were many people in 2011 who forgot to Enter their vehicles so missed out on all the bonuses  

 
Media Coverage: 

Media coverage on 2011: 

This year we have received a large amount of media coverage. The Border Mail at Albury did an article and there 

was also TV coverage while we were in town. The Corowa Free Press did an article after the event. 

The Pathfinder will have an article shortly and information has also been submitted to other magazines. Patrick Sut-

cliffe attended from Land Rover Monthly. Classic Military Vehicles, Jeep Action Australia and Military Machines In-

ternational look forward to stories and photos of our event.  Richard Farrant has also submitted an article for Vin-

tage Roadscene. 

 

We have a number of noticeboards on display at our Site Office at Ball Park which have copies of the media re-

ports. If you have any reports we would appreciate a copy. 

 
Memorial Board for enthusiasts who are no longer with us: 

Each year we lose some well known military vehicle collectors. KVE has a Memorial Board and would appreciate 

an A4 size article including a photo of any person who has attended Corowa so we can remember these people. 

While we were at Corowa we were notified of Jim Bennie‟s death and Lyn Uhlmann. Shortly after Corowa Don 

Vallis and George Davis passed away. 

 
Dogs at Corowa Airport: 

I would just like to remind people that dogs are not allowed at any airport. We have investigated a local dog ken-

nel close to the airport and suggest if you are taking your dog to Corowa you contact the kennel and organise for 

then to look after your dog when required (especially on the Saturday when we are at Corowa Airport for most 

of the day). This newsletter provides contact details. 

 
Camping at Corowa Airport: 

Tabitha at the airport would really appreciate people pre-booking their powered or non-powered sites so she 

knows how many people are staying. She is considering hiring more toilets and showers but she can only do this 

once she knows the numbers.  

Upon arrival at the Airport you must visit the Jump Shak to be allocated to your campsite. Contact 

Tabitha Hughes on 0415 704748. 
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 At this stage the cost will be $10 per person, per night for a powered site and she has some beds left in the 

Jump Shak for the same price. There is now air conditioning in the Jump Shak. Meals will be available but you must 

inform Tabitha ahead of time. This year it will be STRICTLY NO DOGS. These rules apply at all airports. 

 

Accommodation at Ball Park Caravan Park: 

For those requiring a powered site at Ball Park Caravan Park it is advisable to contact them ASAP. Some years 

they have run out of powered sites. 

Contact Sonia & Andrew Palmer on (02) 60331426 

 

Recognition for people with Amphibious Vehicles: 

This event commenced in 1980 to provide a location for people with amphibious vehicles to give them an opportu-

nity to display and use these vehicles. Over the last few years there have been less amphibious vehicles attending. 

The level of the river has been one of the main reasons for the reduction in the attendance of these vehicles. KVE 

would really like to encourage people who have amphibious vehicles to attend. We are interested in discussing 

activities they would like to hold during the week. One suggestion is to have a time each day where the amphibious 

vehicles can be seen on the Murray River. Your suggestions are welcome. 

 

Program of Events: 

After our KVE AGM and General Meeting we will let you know of the program for the week. We are open to sug-

gestions of places to visit and guest speakers.  

 

The main day will be Saturday 17th March and the program so far will be: 

9.00am Sharp: Drive to the Airport from Bangerang Park. 

9.45am: Swap Meet run by the Corowa Rotary Club 

We also would like to expand upon our Model Show and Motorkhana.  

During the afternoon there will be vehicle activities both at the Airport and by the Murray River. 

In the evening come along to our Presentations and Auction at Ball Park Caravan Park. 

 

Joining KVE Inc: 

KVE is a reasonably small Incorporated Association set up to organise the Annual GPA Swim-In and Ex-Military 

Vehicle Gathering at Corowa in March. We are looking for people who would like to assist with organising the 

event.  

Fees: $30 per person and $45 for Family Membership. 

 

Contributions to our KVE Newsletter 

We are after articles for our next newsletter so if you are a member or a participant and have anything you would 

like to contribute please forward to kveinc@optusnet.com.au. This newsletter to goes out to members of KVE 

along with past, present and future participants of the Annual GPA Swim-In and ex-Military Vehicle Gathering at 

Corowa, NSW, Australia. Let‟s spread the word about this great event. 

 
Looking forward to seeing everyone at Corowa in March 2012. 

 
Jan Thompson 

Secretary and Publicity Officer of KVE Inc 

 

 

mailto:kveinc@optusnet.com.au
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 Corowa Comments for 2011 

 

“Many thanks for your usual excellent attention to your detailed organisation of our annual  

Corowa event. Great turnout” 

                                                                 from Ross McNamara ( email to Jan ) 

 

“a great time had by all .......................I myself cannot wait until next year” 

                                                                from John VMVC #329  ( from G503 forum ) 

 

“Our whole family were ecstatic to have been given the honour of leading the parade with our  

new toy. This was the first time that I have been to this event and it surpassed everything that  

my son said it was.  A gathering of very dedicated enthusiasts and definitely a credit to the  

organisers.  We  will  do everything  to be present  again next  year and we very much  look  

forward to seeing the video” 

                                                                from Michael Hunt, owner of FV436 ( email to Jan ) 

 

“I had a great time ........... heres to 2012” 

                                                              from Ryan, Golden Plains, Vic ( from MLU forum ) 

 

“I also attended for the first time this year .......thanks to all, for the friendly welcome” 

                                                             from Andrew, NSW  ( aj.lec on MLU forum ) 

 

“it was a terrific week” 

                                                            from Carolyn de B  ( from MVCA forum ) 

 

“My ten days at Corowa were very enjoyable, catching up with many old friends, and meeting  

some new” 

                                                           from Richard Farrant ( from MLU forum ) 

 

“My thanks as always to the organising crew” 

                                                          from Richard Coutts-Smith  ( from MLU forum ) 

 

“Once again, thank you KVE for your outstanding work and look forward to Corowa 2012” 

                                                          from Trevor Brown ( email to KVE ) 
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 32nd Annual GPA Swim-In and Ex-Military Vehicle Gathering: Year of the British and Euro-

pean Vehicles 

Corowa, NSW. Monday 14th to Sunday 20th March 2011. 

After our largest gathering of ex-military vehicles at Corowa in March 2010 with Year of the Jeep 

where we had 266 vehicles and 180 theme vehicles I didn‟t expect that our event this year would be 

as large. With 220 preregistered participants including people with and without vehicles I anticipated 

approx 180 vehicles. Our final tally was 193. "The Year of the British and European Vehicles" was al-

most immediately renamed as "The year of the Landfill and Towed Vehicle" 

Landfill = Landrover 

Towed = Unreliable British made 

Over the past few months people had suffered from floods, cyclones and other natural disasters and 

I was amazed at the response of people in these areas. Corowa had also experienced floods and we 

were hoping our participants would still be able to find areas to camp. Tim and Tabitha from the 

Jump Shak were recently completely flooded through the building.  

We are now attracting military vehicle enthusiasts from throughout the world and they are planning 

their visit to Australia to coincide with the Swim-In. This year we had some people from the UK, 

America and New Zealand. Clark Ross came over from Christchurch for the first time in 2010 and 

was one of the first to preregister for 2011. Murray and Karen Oben came over again from New Zea-

land. From the UK we had Richard Farrant, James Shopland and Mike Stallwood. Colin Jones from SA 

contacted me a couple of weeks prior and suggested we ask Mike to give a talk on his purchase of 16 

Stuart tanks from Brazil and fortunately Mike was agreeable. Richard had organised to arrive in Syd-

ney and travel down with me on Saturday 12th March. He has attended 4 of our Swim-Ins from 1996 

and the last time he was here was in 2001. Carl Barredo and Paul Brooks attended once again from 

America. 

Thanks to all the people who preregister as this gives us an idea of the number of packs we need to 

put together, badges, stickers and other information to make your stay enjoyable. After receiving the 

Entry forms over the past 12 months I have met and had contact with many very interesting people. 

It is always good when I can actually put a face to a name. This year we received vouchers from lo-

cal businesses and also businesses in Mulwala and Yarrawonga. We hope to focus on this again for 

2012. The Chocolate and Whisky Factory were originally going to hold an event there for us but after 

some staffing changes we asked them for hot drink vouchers. Fortunately they came to the party and 

many of the participants used these. It was the best venue in town to get a Hot Chocolate from. 

Upon arrival in Corowa there were already people camped at Ball Park Caravan Park and the Corowa 

Airport. Rick Cove trundled in with his 1916 Albion which is on show at Army Museum Bandiana. It 

took him 2 ½ hours to drive across from Bandiana with a few minor problems on the way, like a 

cracked exhaust pipe, horn falling apart and a solid wheel on the front right started to break up. We 

enjoyed a meal on the Saturday night at the Corowa Jump Shak. Tim and Tabitha always look for-

ward to our presence in town. 

On Sunday morning we set up the Site Office which is provided by the Corowa Shire and collected 

items we have stored at the Corowa Airport. There were more arrivals on Sunday especially those 

wanting their prime camping positions at our 2 main locations. With the water level up higher this 

year there was lots of activity on the river especially speed boats and water skiers. The boat ramp 

and lagoon areas had gone through some major changes over the past few months and it was safer 

for boats and amphibious vehicles this year.  A few of us ended up at the Corowa RSL for their Sun-

day evening carvery. 

On Monday morning we received information that Jim Bennie had passed away earlier in the day with 

septicemia after being hospitalized from December with a suspected spider bite. Bay Kelly‟s partner, 

Lyn Uhlmann has also passed away a couple of days before. By 6pm 52 vehicles has registered in at 

the Site Office. We had a number of Landrovers, F60L Cab 12 Blitz, Welbike, Jeeps, Nash Staff Car, 
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  pushbike, Haflinger, Inter, Pinzgauer, Studebaker, Moke, Zundapp Motorcycle, VW Kubelwagon, BSA 

motorcycle, Vixen Scout Car and a Triumph Motorcycle. We received a visit from a photographer 

from the Border Morning Mail and he was very interested in Col Brown‟s Vixen. Col had to pose in 

various ways for the photographer and after seeing him get in and out of the Vixen it is not like your 

every day vehicle. An enjoyable meal was had at the local Italian Restaurant. They donated a 

voucher for our Auction. 

This year we kept the program of events more open on the Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. People 

were able to visit the Army Museum, Tooles Disposals, Antique shops etc at their leisure. On Tuesday 

it was a good time for wine tasting. A car load of us visited a few wineries and made a few pur-

chases. Doug Greville was spotted in Ball Park driving around on his Kettenkrad. There were many 

people who took interest in this vehicle as we had never had one attend Corowa before. 

Pfiefers Winery provided a voucher for our packs so Tony Elliott, Dave Argles, Brian Healey, Glenn 

Cairncross and I decided to take a visit to Pfiefers for lunch on Wednesday. We purchased some 

cheese platters and sat on the bridge at Pfiefers and exchanged some stories. Kendall Chubb from 

the Corowa Shire visited Ball Park on Wednesday afternoon. She was amazed at what she saw and 

who she was introduced to. Rick Cove, KVE President made sure she got a feel of what we are all 

about. Prior to the event we were required to complete Risk Assessments and Kendall assisted us 

with this. At that time she asked for participants to complete a Survey. It was for the Corowa Shire 

Council to gain a more thorough understanding and appreciation of the economic value this event 

brings to the township of Corowa. Many thanks to those participants who completed and returned the 

information. When Kendall looked at all our Publicity items on the notice boards she was amazed at 

the number of times she saw the word „Corowa‟. Our event has put the town on the map.  

Thursday was the first official trip to Oaklands and Berrigan. Alison Jess from the ABC in Albury came 

over during the day and did a story which involved her being in Col Brown‟s Vixen.  A video can be 

seen on http://www.abc.net.au/local/videos/2011/03/18/3167301.htm. 

The drive was longer than expected to Oaklands after the trip leader took us a different way to what 

was on the map. We arrived at the Oaklands Central School and the children were given a brief talk 

on the military vehicles before being allowed to walk around and sit in them. A short distance from 

the school was Pentarch Defence. We were met by a guard at the gate and escorted to the main site.  

Closed in shoes and long pants were the dress code and cameras were allowed so there were some 

interesting photos to be taken. Pentarch Defence management and administration team are based 

in Melbourne and manufacturing and processing operations are conducted at Oaklands and Wallera-

wang in NSW.  

Work carried out at Oaklands included the following operations;  

Disposing of ammunition by breakdown method, separating components into constituent materi-

als, achieving maximum recycling opportunity and minimal environmental impact  

 Recycling and refurbishing of common types of Australian Defence Force ammunition packag-

ing, which has created employment opportunities in Australia and reduced costs to the Com-

monwealth and the need for imported packaging  

 Distributing imported manufactured ammunition into Australia  

 We were divided into 3 groups and our tour guides provided us with information on different parts of 

the facility. There were more women than men employed there. 

We continued to Berrigan to a hotel for lunch. The Hotel had put aside a room for us and we chose 

between roast or fish. Joe Cottam joined us and then took us past 2 of the local schools so the chil-

dren could see the vehicles prior to arriving at his engineering factory. Cottam Engineering manu-

facture and repair components for Agricultural, Earth Moving and Mining industries. They specialise in 

gearcutting – design and manufacture of gearboxes and gearbox overhauls. Gearcutting of spur, heli-

cal and internal gears that can be machined up to 1.5m diameter. Modify existing drive gearboxes 

and drive trains. Most of their work entails gearbox manufacture and one-of products and modifica-

tions. They are situated in Corcoran Street, Berrigan NSW. Cottam Engineering was formed in 1978 
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  as a private manufacturing and repair company. The present site was purchased in 1981 and devel-

oped into a practical and productive machine shop with separate welding shop - a total factory area 

of 720 sq metres. Joe is a qualified Fitter and Machinist / Welder with forty years experience in diesel 

engineering, earth-moving equipment and general engineering with a total hands-on approach to all 

business activities and training of apprentices and has earned a high level of respect in his time in 

the industry. He formed the business in rented premises, on his own in 1978 and celebrated 30 years 

in business in 2008.  Joe designed, built and operates the Modified Pulling Tractor “Riverina 

Screamer”. He has been involved with Modified Tractor Pulling for 24 years. Joe started up some of 

his toys which was appreciated by all who attended. Thanks to Robin and Greg Stephens for the ride 

in their Jeep to Oaklands and Sophia Oldenmenger for the ride back. In the evening a number of us 

attended a MLU Forum dinner at Fairies Bistro in the Old Empire Hotel at Wahgunyah. It was an en-

joyable night. 

 

The trip on Friday to Tocumwal and North Tuppal Station was led by Tony Elliott. Tony had corre-

sponded with Bruce Atkinson and he organised with Tim Scriven to visit prior to our event. Unfortu-

nately Tony was looking forward to taking his Blitz but he had a problem with condensation inside the 

distributer cap. He had no time to investigate the problem at the time so caught a ride. In June 2010 

on the ABC‟s Landline program there was a story the 145 year old shearing shed which has 72 shear-

ing stands. It clocked up more than 3 million sheep in its first 10 years and is still one of the largest 

and best designed sheds in Australia. The famous woolshed, now part of North Tuppal, is an icon of 

the Riverina not only for its size but because it was the first shearing shed in Australia to move away 

from blade shearing by installing shearing machines. Original parts of the shed were built around 

1864, but the large shearing board and massive yards were added in 1900 and it is still used for an 

annual shearing by the station owner Bruce Atkinson. The 72 stands were set up with 44 stands on 

one side, two groups of 14 on the other side and the wool race in between. This meant that no fleece 

had to be carried more than 25 metres to ensure more careful handling of the wool and enabled the 

boss to tell at a glance what everyone in the shed was doing. Shearers were also expected to handle 

the wool carefully, and shearing stands were placed 1.8 metres apart (six feet) instead of the usual 

1.5 metres (5 feet). Other unique features include the walls of the shearing board were boarded right 

up to the shafting, so sheep had no view of the machinery or movements on the board, double 

catching pen doors which swung both ways, and excellent light and ventilation. With a shoot from 

each shearing stand, some sheep were forced to jump over the belt of the steam engine to get to 

holding yards. Bruce Atkinson‟s wife Shane provided us with a talk upon arrival and we were then 

able to view the property. Colin Young decided to take his tilt tray truck to Tocumwal in case some-

one had a problem with a vehicle and on the way back a Jeep required transportation back to 

Corowa. After the visit we made our way back to Tocumwal where some people had lunch and did 

some local sightseeing including Chrysties Motor Museum. I was happy to get back to Corowa to see 

how things were at both the Airport and Ball Park.  

At the airport a number of stalls had been set up and were trading so people had ample opportunities 

to purchase goods they may have been seeking. Thanks to Graham Shirley from AAVA in taking 

Craig‟s children, Matthew and Alison on a ride in his Saladin. Craig and I were fortunate to have a 

ride in Manfred‟s Kubelwagon while watching Keith Webb filming the FV 436 down by the Murray 

River. (The vehicle had a faulty starter and a few times a Humber 1 ton truck tow started it). We 

then followed up by going for a ride in Mitch Groves GPA. Thanks guys for these experiences. The 

water level in the Murray River was up this year and it was great to see 3 GPA‟s in the water. A num-

ber of people were down by the river watching the GPA‟s in the water and other vehicles driving 

along the tracks. Hopefully in 2012 the water level will be high as we are hoping to have some 

DUKW‟s for Year of the 6x6. As this event was initially set up in 1980 for amphibious vehicle owners, 

we need to recognise these vehicles.  Over the past few years, there has been a decline in the num-

ber of amphibs attending Corowa. Now this could be due to several factors, low water level in the 

Murray for several years, some vehicles being sold overseas and this year, natural disasters affecting 

some areas and States of Australia. In order to encourage amphibious vehicle owners to bring their 
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  vehicles to Corowa, it has been suggested that maybe the owners themselves could perhaps say 

what they would like to do and to discuss it with the organisers. One idea is to allocate a time in the 

day's events, when amphibs would go into the river, so spectators would be aware of when to go and 

watch, for instance from 3.00PM on Thursday, Friday and Saturday, which would allow no one to 

miss them. It is hoped that in 2012, the river level will still be good and that we might have some 

DUKW's come along as well. 

On Friday night Tim and Tabitha at the Corowa Jump Shak put on a delicious Gourmet BBQ. In all 

they fed 122 people successfully prior to our guest speakers talking on 2 completely different sub-

jects. John Oldenmenger gave a drivers briefing to parade participants explaining how the vehicles 

would be lined up prior to the parade and upon arrival at the airport where they would be parked. 

Unfortunately we didn‟t have information prior to the event relating to Council‟s expectations and re-

quirements so John tried to put the message across that a guide would be required to be in place for 

vehicle movement after the parade. As we are now more aware we will be able to inform people so 

next year people should be more understanding. Some of the marshals were abused when people 

wanted to leave the airport and had to follow instructions. If we didn‟t provide marshals all vehicles 

would have been required to stay at the airport until 4pm.  

Mike Stallwood from the UK organised a talk with projected photos on his purchase of 16 Stuart 

tanks from Brazil. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=meuzLhc0w6c has some great footage and 

photos. Mike of RR Motor Services almost single-handedly extracted 16 M3 Stuart light tanks from 

Brazil, and took them to the UK. The tanks formed part of a consignment gifted to Brazil by the US 

Army between 1942 and 1945. Some 30 years ago, 40 of those remaining were sold as surplus to a 

Brazilian businessman who, although there wasn‟t the interest in vintage military vehicles that there 

is now (and none at all in Brazil), recognised their potential as historical artifacts. In the intervening 

years, some were disposed of but, in September 2007, Mike received a tip-off that there might be a 

number left. Within 10 days, he was on a plane to Brazil. On the spot, Mike committed to purchasing 

every tank that was still available, five M3s with nine-cylinder radial Guiberson diesel engines - which 

are very rare (only 1285 were manufactured) and 11 M3A1s with seven-cylinder Continental radial 

engines. It was a challenge to complete the paperwork which took almost a year and then came the 

logistic nightmare of actually moving the tanks. In August 2008 Mike flew out to Brazil with nothing 

in his luggage except loading straps and chains. With the help of a couple of farm laborers, a hired 

teleporter, much sweat and not a little blood, he loaded the 16 tanks (each of which weighs around 

14 tons) plus 60 tons of associated spares into 10 containers. Shipping delays meant that it wasn‟t 

until 17 October 2008 that all the containers were safely unloaded in RR Motor Services yard and 

Mike could reflect on the operation. "I‟m highly delighted. The more I look round these tanks, the 

more I realise that, apart from this being a personal coup and one of the biggest adventures of my 

life, I don‟t think anyone is going to find 16 WW2 tanks of this ilk again. The first two we‟ve tried 

have run and I‟m hopeful that the majority of these tanks will work without major surgery, but if it is 

necessary I have two spare diesel engines, 11 spare petrol engines, and tons of spares." 

Mike has attended lots of auctions of military vehicles both in Australia and overseas. It was a pleas-

ure to meet him. Hugh Davis and Charlie Anderson ended the night‟s festivities with information and 

photos from the TRACKERS 2010 – MILITARY VEHICLE RUN from Nerang to Alice Springs.  

 

Saturday is the main day of events within Corowa. Participants are always enthusiastic about being 

in the local „drive to the airport‟. Most people had signed in upon arrival at Corowa during the week. 

There are some people who arrive first thing on Saturday morning just in time for the parade. John 

Oldenmenger organised all the marshals and worked out where each vehicle category would be lined 

up so the parade could commence at 9am. Sarah Bush and I signed the last participants in. This in-

cluded a Stalwart which had been driven up by Graham Arkle from near Geelong. The owner made 

new higher ratio gears for the transfer box to increase the road speed for an impending drive around 

the country. This is an early model of the Stalwart Mk.1 and therefore was not fitted with a winch. It 
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  has been converted to LPG, but the system was freezing on the long run from Geelong and the small 

petrol reserve tank had to be used. After having the transfer box gears changed, it can now cruise at 

65mph. Another modification has been done, where the rear wheel station drives can be disengaged 

when required, giving the option of 6x4 wheel drive, which reduces the transmission wind-up and 

improves performance on the road. This is the first Stalwart to be at Corowa. The Stalwart, is a high 

mobility amphibious load carrier, built by Alvis for the British Army. The vehicles' capabilities were 

considered ideal for resupplying units in the field. Other British post war armour included two Alvis 

Saracen Personnel Carriers, an Alvis Saladin Armoured Car, Daimler Ferret Scout Cars, the Vixen and 

a FV436. The British Guy Quad-Ant field artillery tractor owned by Ian Styles was immaculately re-

stored. There was also a Fordson WOT1, originally an airfield crash tender, but now with a platform 

body, a Bedford QL, a Humber FV1600 series 1 ton truck, a number of Austin Champs and an ex-

Australian Army Leyland Moke. The Land Rover owners were hoping to have more Land Rovers this 

year than Jeeps. 49 Land Rovers were registered into the event this year. Unfortunately there we still 

62 Jeeps. European vehicles included: a Kettenkrad, 3 BMW sidecars, Volkswagon, Kübelwagen, 2 

Unimogs, 3 Haflingers, Swiss army pushbike, Pinzgauer, and 3 Zundapp motorcycle and sidecars. 

The „drive through town‟ was led by the FV 436 and Rick Cove followed in his Albion. The Rotary Club 

of Corowa organised the Swap Meet once again.  

 

The Council organised for a cherry picker so we could get an aerial photo of the lineup of vehicles. 

Not quite as impressive as last year but it included some very rare and different vehicles. Some peo-

ple probably found bargains at the swap meet. I ended up purchasing a set of Jeep earrings from 

Fiona Shearman who had a jewelry stall.  Her stall was very successful (especially for the females 

who attended). The Rotary Club did a roaring trade with sausage sandwiches, drinks etc. On the pro-

gram we had a Model Show. As it was a last minute activity there were only a few items on display in 

the Terminal building. Scott Rough wants to expand on this in 2012 and involve more of the local 

children. There may also be an opportunity for local children to present artwork. The Eurokhana was 

held during the afternoon and we are going to try and have it located more central to the other ac-

tivities. 

During the afternoon people had a chance to talk with fellow collectors, go for rides in the river and 

test out their vehicles in some of the mud patches. Along the riverbank there are some good areas to 

test out the vehicles. I had the opportunity to go in Glen Burne‟s Jeep with Shane Mitchell driving. 

Along with a few other vehicles including a Dodge, 2 Land Rover‟s and another Jeep we were able to 

test the driving skills and recovery skills of various vehicle owners. Unfortunately this year a number 

of people departed Corowa after the Swap Meet on Saturday afternoon. This was more noticeable at 

the Airport. 

The final activity on our program for Saturday was the auction and presentations. Roy Monte, a local 

stock agent and auctioneer did the auction this year. Each bidder was given a bidding number and 

this was a more successful way of running the auction. The best items were Sky Dive voucher do-

nated by the Corowa Jump Shak, banner donated by Tony Dwyer and a Back to The Track medal 

board donated the estate of Maureen Bell. Bob Cameron purchased the Tandem Sky Dive for $350, 

Tim Scriven purchased the Limited Edition Back To the Track medal Board for $400 and Manfred 

Henkel purchased the banner which had his Kubelwagon on it. The presentations were done half way 

through the night. Rick had organised some plaques for people who had assisted with the event. Re-

cipients included Corowa Jump Shak, Ball Park Caravan Park, Corowa Shire, Rotary Club of Corowa, 

Tony Elliott, Roy Monte and Ali Webb for the logo design.  

Each of the participant packs contained a Voting Form and this is the way we determine the Award 
Winners. Thanks for those people who submitted their forms by Midday on Saturday. 

1.Mal Mackay Memorial Award: Steve Dietmann who is always happy, enjoys meeting everybody and 
sharing information on vehicles. He is very helpful and an all round good fellow as a collector and re-
storer. 
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2. Hard Luck award: Tom Rolfe who was 2 hours from home and the generator packed it in. 
 
3. Breakdown Award: Ray Edsall arrived at Corowa on the back of a truck after his generator on the 
Dodge carryall seized. 
 
4. Longest distance travelled in a military vehicle went to Gary Schluter from Perth in a Land Rover 
with a speedo on the blink. 
 
5. Encouragement Award: Jake Neville who is the youngest military vehicle restorer and owner. He 
also received nominations for People's Favourite Choice. 
 
6. People's Favourite Choice: went to Rick Cove for his 1916 Albion 

The Voting form also allowed people to suggest a theme for 2015. It will be Year of the Emergency 
Vehicle and Year of General Motors.  

A KVE General Meeting was held on Sunday morning. We gained a few new members. We are after 

more members who are willing to help out at the event and from now to March 2012. Send me a 

message if you would like an Application Form. All it costs is $30 for membership and we have intro-

duced a family membership for $45 per year. We encourage our members to put their thoughts for-

ward which has been of great benefit to the event over the past few years. During the meeting we 

discussed places we should visit next year. One of our new KVE members, Neville Smith has a pri-

vate museum at his property, Owls Eye a short distance from Corowa and Harvey Black mentioned a 

museum at Finley. Pentarch Defence also has a facility at Wangaratta so hopefully we can view this 

and visit the Buffalo Brewery at Boorhaman Hotel and close by is Renaissance Chocolates. 

For those who stayed around on Sunday enjoyed a meal at The Royal Hotel. It was a great time to 

hear about different people‟s experiences and catch up on their news. 

Themes for 2012 to 2015 

By giving participants an opportunity to suggest a theme we are now able to look to the future and 

hopefully people will be able to get a vehicle related to a theme on the road. It is not always the case 

that you have a vehicle to go along with the theme and we always encourage people to bring any ve-

hicle they can. 

Theme for 2012: Year of the 6x6 

Theme for 2013: Year of the Trailed Equipment and Year of the Armoured Vehicle 

Theme for 2014: Year of the WW1 and Year of the Ford 

Theme for 2015: Year of the Emergency Vehicle and Year of General Motors 

 

Fire Brigade Land Rover – owned by Dave Argles 

This Land Rover was owned by Bob King who purchased it straight from the Army. It was used on 

the family property as a standard workshop unit for many years. It then became a Aux fire fighter for 

Camberwarra RFS with Bob covering expense and doing the conversion. It was also used as fire pro-

tection on the farm too. 

The hard top had to be added for heat protection. The extra lighting was taken from new forklifts of 

the time. It was fitted with RFS radio of the time. After Bob passed away it was sold to Dave Argles 

and Dave was determined to have it at Corowa this year. The siren could be heard for miles. 

 

1916 Albion A10 – owned by Rick Cove 

This vehicle received the People‟s Choice Award. The Albion A10, chassis number 361A type BB, was 

first laid down on 6th December 1915. It was supplied to the British War Department in February 

1916 and saw service in France and Belgium until 1919. It is a 3 ton general service truck, one of 

6,000 supplied to the War Office during WW1. 

Today there are only about 6 or 7 known to exist worldwide, and it is the only one of its type known 
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  in Australia. Rebuilt by the Albion Company in 1921, it was sent to Australia and we believe it was in 

use at HMAS Cerberus in Victoria before WW2. Rick found it at Leongatha in 1972, in a sawmill yard 

and it took more than 5,000 hours to rebuild. It has been on the road since the early 1980's as a cab 

chassis and once completed it was used in the TV Epic "The Anzacs" and other movies. After being on 

display at the Australian War Memorial's Anzac Hall in Canberra for 3 1/2 years, it is now housed at 

the Army Museum Bandiana near Wodonga. 

 

Kettenkrad – report by the owner Doug Greville 

For my 4th year of Corowa I was finally able to take an MV, a Kettenkrad that I imported partially 

restored in 2008 and have been working on pretty much ever since. I think I ended up doing about 

50km all up on it. There were rides on the riverside tracks and also a combined photo shoot with the 

"German" collectors. Obtaining a KK took me effectively 10 years.  

One of the more unusual vehicles produced for the German military in WW2 was the Kettenkrad. The 
vehicle is best described as a "tracked motorcycle", although this is technically inaccurate. It can seat 
3 people. Ketten translated means 'tracks' and krad is the short form of "Kraftrad" and translated 
means motorbike. (There is rarely such a thing as a 100% direct translation). Mechanically, it has a 4 
cylinder car engine, track brake steering (as well as the motor bike style handle bars, which serve a 
similar purpose to the later model English carriers in that small steering corrections don't apply the 
track brakes). The tracks are fully rebuild able; there are lots of needle rollers and seals and al-
though time consuming to do, it means that you don't end up non-mobile with a dead set of tracks 
which is an inevitable event with carriers; replacement rubber track pads are dear, but available. Be-
cause of the track design the Kettenkrad is good for up to 44mph = 70kph which to say the least 
must be some experience! The German forces used these vehicles for just about everything, includ-
ing towing airplanes! Supposedly they were the last vehicle to be immobilized by the depths of the 
Russian winter.  (Information taken from Doug Greville‟s website http://www.owningtanks.com/) 
 

1971 Vixen V1 -  report by Colin Brown 

Corowa 2011, Year of the British and European Vehicle, seemed such a long way away when we were 

originally told about it. I have one of the two Vixen military vehicles remaining in the world and am 

the lucky one because I get to drive this Vixen, while the other remains static at the Bovington Tank 

Museum in the United Kingdom. The 1971 Vixen is one of four that were approved for trial by the 

British Government. This vehicle was a prototype scout/liason type vehicle, based on the CVR (W) 

Fox Armoured Car. The Vixen project was cancelled by the UK Defence cuts of December 1974. It is 

powered be a detuned Jaguar 4.2 ohc engine coupled to a Wilson pre-selector gearbox. I decided 

that Corowa would be an ideal venue for the Vixen which I've had for some 6-8 years but hadn‟t yet 

taken it to a show.  This was due to the fact that I was unable to get it to charge, which as you can 

imagine after that amount of time, was becoming a serious annoyance. Anyway, I went back to Syd-

ney and discussed the problem with Bill Ryan; Sydney‟s resident electronic genius, who didn‟t seem 

to think it would be a problem.  However, after me literally disassembling the entire interior of the 

vehicle with him assisting with the various electrical components I think his change of mind about the 

relative simplicity took effect in approx early Jan.   We had done virtually everything: alternators, 

wiring, main control box just to mention the major components, all to no avail.  We were actually 

starting to talk about taking the vehicle down just running on new batteries, something I was loathe 

to do. 

 

 Anyway one morning after a marathon session with Bill we refitted the master control box for what 

seemed to be the hundred and fifty fifth time – but probably was really only the 50th time – I started 

the engine, and lo and behold!!!!  A flicker on the ammeter.   Finally after further checking a rela-

tively innocent looking fuse box, the problem was solved.  

During its time sitting on a plinth at FVRDE at Chertsey for nearly 30 years, the Poms had cunningly 
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  designed the box (peculiar to Vixen) with no drain holes. So with 30 years of UK weather, when 

opened it disgorged about 1/2 Kg of rust and some very rusted wiring.  Once we rerouted all wiring 

not to include the box it literally worked like a charm and ran perfectly. 

Next came the problem of repainting and getting it back together in the hottest months of the year 

which unfortunately fell mainly to me. Mind you, I did receive some invaluable assistance from Bill 

Ryan and Phil Hartas without which I would never have made the deadline of March 12 which was 

loading day. 

The day arrived and the vehicle loaded without a problem and the truck subsequently departed to 

load Graham Shirley‟s Saladin and  Len McCready‟s Ferret, again loading proceeded without problems 

and it wasn‟t until we arrived at Corowa and began unloading there were any slight difficulties. The 

Saladin and Ferret unloaded perfectly but unfortunately on the way down from the top deck the 

ramps collapsed under the Vixen which caused some excitement. All however went well finally and 

unloading was completed without further incident.  

Corowa then proceeded at its normal pace where when the week ends one wonders how on earth it 

went so quickly, and you never got as much done, and saw as many people as you should have. 

From an owners point of view I would like to thank and compliment KVE on their overall manage-

ment of the event and for a job well done.   I think it‟s a given that every vehicle owner who spends 

many weeks, months and even years preparing a vehicle and who keep on coming back will agree. 

 

FV 436 – Report by the owner Michael Hunt 

 This machine and another were purchased from the UK Ministry of Defence sales.   The Australian 

Customs and Quarantine regulations seem to be nothing short of a continually changing minefield. 

The whole process has taken almost 6 months to complete with us only being able to take delivery of 

the two vehicles from Customs the Thursday before Corowa, we were unsure as to whether we would 

be able to get there with it this year. 43 pages of paper later, we had our vehicles, but not until each 

was stripped back to the “last nut & bolt” & oxy-cut inspection holes in all the box sections of the 

body to satisfy Quarantine inspection. This added approximately $25,000 to the cost of each vehicle. 

Customs inspectors were even convinced the holes for the overhead camouflage nets were smoke 

dischargers until I obtained a letter from Ministry of Defence in London to clarify the issue. 

 

 The 436 has proven to be everything that I expected it to be. The condition is superb and the per-

formance is spectacular.  I am still learning all about this vehicle. When we purchased it there was 

only 28 miles on the speedo. Upon our return from Corowa there was just on 95 miles on the 

speedo. The amount of interest that this machine was afforded was beyond all my expectations and 

it gave me a great deal of pleasure to be able to share this with so many interested people. Our 

whole family were ecstatic to have been given the honor of leading the parade with our new toy. This 

was the first time that I have been to this event and it surpassed everything that my son has said it 

was. A gathering of very dedicated enthusiasts and definitely a credit to the organizers. We will do 

everything to be present again next year and we very much look forward to seeing the video. 

 

 Michael wanted a good looking and practical armoured vehicle that could fit on a small truck & the 
15-ton (approx) FV 436 fitted the bill.  The 240 bhp Rolls Royce K60 multifuel engine and 6-speed 
Allison automatic gearbox ensured he could give it a good work out on his farm & being a modern 
vehicle, parts were not such a problem. The FV 432 series of vehicles are something of a rarity in 
Australia.   

  

Items still for Sale: 

$12 - Mac‟s Biscuits with Tim Scriven‟s Jeep on the front  
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  $40 - Year of the Jeep DVD‟s. We also have DVD‟s from past years such as Year of the Blitz, Year of 

the Studebaker, Year of the Armoured car, Year of the Staff Car and Motorcycle, Year of the Carrier, 

Year of the Tracked Vehicle and Year of the Blitz 2 and Year of the Amphibian 

$10 - metal badge for 2011 

$20 -Year of the British and European Caps 

Let me know if you are interested in any of the above and I can organise to send them out. 

Vehicle list for 2011 

UK     European     

Humber 1 ton    Kettenkrad  

Vauxhall sedan   3 x BMW Sidecar  

49 x Landrovers    Volkswagen  

Bedford Ql    Kübelwagen 

2 x Ferret Scout Car   2 x Unimog 

Saladin Armoured Car  3 xHaflinger 

FV 436     Pinzgauer 

Norton Motorcycle & Side car 3 x Zündapp motorcycle & Sidecar 

BSA Motorcycle   Swiss bicycle 

2 x BSA Motorcycle   Other 

Guy Quad Ant    3 x White Scout Car 

Welbike    3 x Studebaker US6 

Leyland Moke    62 x Jeep 

Vixen      3 x GPA 

Triumph Motorcycle   5 x Blitz 

BSA B40 motorcycle   5 x Dodge Weapons Carrier 

Fordson (exRAAF fire truck)  Yamaha Motorcycle 

Albion A10    2 x Dodge M37 

3 x Austin Champ   Indian 344 Motorcycle 

Stalwart    Chev Long Range Dessert Group Truck 

2 x Saracen    International Tipper 

Other     International AS-120 

Ford F100 Ambulance  Ford Marmon-Herrington 3a with Limber and 25 pounder 

Fargo Truck    Nash Car 

International F1   Willys M38 

Chev Yankee Joe   Mack NM6 

International A16 Tractor  HUMVEE 

International Acco   Kaiser Wrecker 

Dodge Command Car   Dodge T211 ½ ton pickup  

Dodge T215 Carryall 

Total of 193 

Non-military     

Rolls Royce Silver Cloud Sedan 

Vanguard Phase 3 Sedan 

 

Report by Jan Thompson – Secretary of Khaki Vehicle Enthusiasts Incorporated 
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  PRESS RELEASE  

  

WW2 Jeep, 70 years @ Linnwood House  

25 Byron Road Guildford NSW  

Sunday September 11 2011.  

  

“CALLING ALL WW2 JEEPS”  

  

One of history‟s famous vehicles, the World War 2 Jeep, is turning 70 this year and an  

Association of Jeep Owners called WW2 Jeeps NSW, plan to celebrate this occasion at Linnwood  

House in Guildford, Sydney. It will be open to ANY OWNER of a WW2 Jeep, any would be owner  

or those simply interested in these sterling vehicles of World War Two, whether you belong to a  

Club or Association or not.   

  

Background Information:  

  

During 1940, the 4x4 reconnaissance vehicle concept was conceived by the US Military  

prior the advent of World War Two. The “Jeep” design, as we know it, was a mixture of three  

prototypes submitted by Bantam, Willys Overland and Ford Motor Company. After exhaustive  

testing, the Willys design was eventually adopted with minor changes and a few ideas taken from the  

others.  

 

By late 1941, with the European war underway and things not looking so well in the  

Pacific, The United States of America Government asked the might of the Ford Motor Company to  

also make Jeeps. At wars end in 1945, nearly 700,000 Jeeps were manufactured by Willys and Ford  

and sent to all corners of the earth.  

 

Naturally, many made their way to Australia and eventually most fell into the hands of  

the nation‟s Farmers via surplus military sales, as throughout the war, they proved to be a very  

versatile vehicle. When, these vehicles had eventually served out their “second” lives, lots have  

found their way into the hands of collectors, many who grew up in the fifties and sixties on TV diets  

of Combat and the myriad  WW2 movies that had been made since.  
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Always popular, the Jeep attracts lots of attention at Classic Vehicle shows and in  

conjunction with the Friends of Linnwood, (who hope to raise funds for future conservation of this  

Historic Home by holding an Open House on the day), we hope to attract many examples  

of  Jeeps to Guildford, the geographic centre of Sydney.   

 

Admission to Linnwood is $3 per person with children under 5yrs free.  

 

There will be a History Fair inside the house, a display by the Carnival Glass Collectors Assoc. and a dis-

play of Colonial Police & Militaria, together with a number of Arts & Craft stalls. Refreshments will be 

available with a sausage sizzle outside and tea, coffee, sandwiches & cakes available inside the house.   

 

Sunday 11 September will be a great opportunity to gather together the many examples of Jeeps in the 

Sydney and greater area in one place to celebrate the 70th birthday.  

  

Please contact Mitch Holland preferably by email at mitchtez@aapt.net.au (use the  

subject line “jeep 70”) or by text message to 0418 869 709 Type “Yes for the 70” with your name  

and return phone number. (Please don‟t ring, as the phone is often off).  

 

Interested numbers are needed ASAP to adequately plan facilities required for the day.  

 

Entry to the grounds will be free, period displays are welcomed and there will be a host  

of prizes awarded at a special ceremony mid afternoon. Friends and family are encouraged to be a  

part of this big day. Further information on Linnwood can be viewed at their website :  

www.holroyd.nsw.gov.au/linnwood  
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 Coming events 

 

Friday 10th— Monday13th June Bundaberg Swim-In 

For further details contact Arron Walker on ar.walker@qut.edu.au 07 33671188 or  

0439 925537 

 

Sunday 28th August All British Day Sydney—King’s School 

If you have any interest whatsoever in British Classic cars then this is a show you can’t afford to 

miss. The military vehicle section has been growing steadily over the past three years—more sup-

port and entrants required! The King's School, Pennant Hills Road, North Parramatta. Entry via 

Masons Drive. Gates open at 7am. 

 

10th—11th September American Iron – Hosted by the American 

Truck Historic Society at Rotary Park, Echuca, Victoria. 

Any American based truck over 25 years old is most welcome and they 

get free entry. Spectator Entry is $10 either day. Children under 16 years 

are free. For Further information contact Gavin Spence on 0403 045501 

 

14th—16th October Canungra Swap meet and field Day 

Military re-enactments and prizes for best military site display, 

rarest World War II vehicle and other military vehicle sections. 

2011 Theme: The GMC CCKW 6x6 . www.mjcqinc.com Contact: Michael 

0439 778 543 

 

Jim Bennie’s Military Vehicle Collection 

Please help ensure the following message is spread to people within the military vehicle move-

ment. Following Jim‟s sad death, his wife Jennifer, has heard rumors that Jim‟s vehicles are going 

to be sold on E-Bay. This rumor couldn‟t be further from the truth. Jim‟s family are carrying on 

his tradition and none of his collection is for sale. Jim had four children and thirteen grandchil-

dren so there is every possibility that his collection will increase. It is great to see a family so in-

terested in preserving military vehicles. 
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Dookie Military 

Vehicle Rally 
 

10 to 5pm Sat 15th & Sun 16th  

October   2011 
 

Main Street Park, Dookie 

 

All Welcome – Free Event 

 

 

 

 

 

Historic Military Vehicles on Display  

Jeeps, Trucks, Armoured Vehicles  

JOINING US THIS YEAR: 

*GVMVDC, Benalla Aviation Museum & NVACG* 
 

Camping at Showgrounds or Site 

 

Enquiries: 
Sol Sutherland – Dookie Emporium (open 9-5 Fri, Sat & Sun) 

0427 538 667 – 03 5828 6224 
dookieemporium@bigpond.com 

 

Tony Jordan – Military History Group Inc. 
0416 067 220 - 03 9359 4687 

 

Café, Antiques & 
Secondhand 
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As  part  o f  Gou l burn  Va l l ey  Tou r i sm Month ,  a l l  mi l i ta ry  

veh ic l e  enthu s i asts  and  p ub l i c  a re  inv i t ed  to  t he  second  
Dookie  Mi l i ta ry  Veh ic l e  Ra l ly ,  t o  be  he ld  on  Sa turday  15 t h   
and  Su nday  16 t h  o f  Octob er  in  the  Ma in  St reet  o f  Dook ie ,  

nearby  CWA ga rdens  and  adjo in ing  pa rk land .  
 

The  CWA Gardens  h as  estab l i shed  t rees  and  l awn wi th  BBQ 
and  she l ter .   I t  would  su i t  a  sw ap,  market  a rea  or  d isp lay .   
The  adjo i n ing  p ark la nd  i s  next  to  the  CW A Gardens  and  i s  

the  v eh ic l e  d isp lay  s i te  a nd  HQ area .  
 

Dook ie  i s  a  p ic t uresqu e  to wn  set  in  the  Dooki e  h i l l s  
s i tuated  25km east  o f  Sheppar ton  and  40km w est  o f  

Bena l la .   Th e  D ookie  mai n  s t reet  i s  cate red  by  a  mi l k  ba r ,  
fue l  and  gara ge ,  G lad stone  Hot e l ,  the  Dooki e  E mpor i um,  a  

la rg e  second  ha nd  and  co l l ec tab les  shop  and  E mpor i um 
Café .   For  more  in fo  on  Dooki e  v i s i t :  
h t tp ://www. l i f esty l edook i e .co m.au/   

 
Camping  i s  ava i lab l e  a t  th e  Doo kie  Sho w Groun ds  an d  
ons i te  o r  the  D ookie  Ag r icu l tu ra l  Co l lege  (58 33  9200) .    

 
As  we l l  as  mi l i t a ry  veh ic l es  there  wi l l  be  d i sp l ays  f rom GV  
Motor  Veh ic l e  D C ,  N V Arms  Co l l ec tors  Gu i ld  &  Bena l la  Aero  

Museu ms.   Ro l l s  Royce  V12  meteor  motor  in  a c t ion .   Th e  
L ions  C lu b  w i l l  host  a  BBQ  on  Saturday .   Fund i ng  i s  

ava i lab le  fo r  exh ib i tors .  
 

The  ev ent  co -o rd inators  and  co nta cts  a re :  
 

So l  Suther lan d  –  Dook ie  Empo r ium  
0427  538  667  –  03  5828  6224  

dook ieempo r iu m@bi gpond.co m  
 

Tony  Jorda n  –  M i l i ta ry  H i story  Group  Inc .  
0416  067  220  -  03  9359  4687 -grunt287@y7mail.com  
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 With the late entry of an Alvis Stalwart at Corowa this year, there was a lot of interest in this unique vehi-

cle, as very few have made their way to Australia. I have been lucky to have worked on them for the Brit-

ish Army, and later when many came into private ownership, so can tell a tale or two about them. Having 

been asked to write a vehicle profile, this vehicle seemed to be a bit of everything.........an amphibian, the 

roots of Corowa Swim-In ......... and a 6x6, so it fits with the theme for the 2012 Year of the 6x6 ( along 

with Saracen and Saladin of course). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The development of the Stalwart stemmed from the Saladin and Saracen armoured vehicles and Salaman-

der airfield crash tender, but was in fact, initially a private venture by Alvis as a high mobility load carrier. 

It was quickly realised by the military that the Stalwart had potential and the first British Army unit to be 

equipped with them was a squadron of the Royal Army Service Corps in 1964. They were able to carry 

five tons of stores across country as good as any tracked vehicle. Equipped with two Dowty marine jet 

units, these could propel it through rivers, lakes and even open sea. All, except early models, have a winch 

mounted underneath the drivers compartment, chiefly for self-recovery. There were two Marks, the Mk.1, 

then the Mk.2 which had improved braking system, larger windows in the cab and other details. As well as 

the standard cargo carrier, there were two others with hydraulic loader cranes, one being an artillery limber 

for re-supplying self-propelled guns and artillery, the other being a fitters vehicle for repair work and 

power pack changing, operated by REME. 
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 So, to the technical bit, the “H” pattern drive line layout was first used in the Daimler Scout Car (“Dingo”), 

designed by BSA. This pattern of transmission uses a central differential in the transfer box, ensuring all 

wheels on one side drive together. The Stalwart differential is not the same as the rest of the Alvis family 

of six wheelers, as it uses a “No Spin” type, so that it can climb out of rivers and other situations, with 

drive going to all six wheels. Power comes from a Rolls Royce B81 eight cylinder engine, with a dual 

plate clutch driving through a manual gearbox. Brakes are hydraulic disc type with air assistance.  

 

On the Mk2 vehicle, there are two master cylinders, one serving left front and rear, and right centre, the 

other serving right front and rear, and left centre. This ensures that in the event of a brake failure on one 

circuit there is a slight balance of retardation. In amphibious role, it was propelled by two water jets driven 

from the transmission. These drew in water from vents on the sides of the hull and out through vents at the 

rear. The rear vents have pivoting scoops attached, controlled by levers in the cab, with these controls, di-

rection of thrust can be varied in order to steer or to manoeuvre in reverse. 

 

One of the earliest in-service actions occurred in Aden in 1965. A Stalwart was used for daily checks on 

the gravel runway at Habilayn, as guerillas had a habit of planting mines during the night. 

The driver was strapped into the Stalwart's seat and ear plugs fitted, then drove up and down the runway. If 

a mine was located it merely blew off a wheel station, due to the hull shape, and was able to return on five 

wheels, this kept the REME mechanics busy, much to their annoyance! 

 

The Swedish army also had some Stalwarts in service and a few surplus ones went into preservation, be-

fore the British Army released theirs. They are very popular in the UK and due to the cost of petrol rising, 

and their thirst for it, quite a number have been converted to diesel power, with various engines used. 

Some years ago, I witnessed one, powered by a K60 multifuel engine from a FV432 carrier, leave the 

beach on the South coast of England and make its way to the Isle of Wight, not a long trip but due to the 

currents it was heavy going. It made it back again only to get bogged on the beach defences and needed a 

wrecker to retrieve it! 
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 Little Eva – a story of incredible endurance in Northern Australia by a crew of a WW2 US Libera-

tor Bomber. 

 

 

In early 1942, the first US squadrons of B24 Liberator 4 engined heavy bombers established a forward airbase at 

Iron Range east of Weipa in Far North Queensland. Living, messing, taxiways, runways and communications were 

appalling, even by early wartime conditions, and severely tested the green crews. 

 

In mid „42, a flight of 4 aircraft were tasked to bomb Rabaul, then under Japanese occupation.  One of the flight, 

named Little Eva after a rather large bar-operator that the crew met during training in the US, was unable to sight 

Rabaul through the heavy cloud cover, and dumped the bombload into the sea as it turned for home. Storm clouds 

increased and Little Eva changed course for Lae, consuming valuable fuel and then set course for Australia. Con-

tinuing cloud cover prevented the navigator from getting a landmark or starfix, and Little Eva was soon lost.  Their 

precise location was a mystery and the crew of 10 did not know whether they were over land or sea, but assumed 

that they could be somewhere near Townsville. Eventually each of the 4 engines coughed into silence, and the air-

craft lost height rapidly. The order to bale out was given, and 4 of the crew moved to the rear emergency exit, and 

the rest moved in sequence to the open bomb-bay. 

 

The first crewman jumped from the rear but activated his parachute too early, and the lines become entangled 

with the tail-plane. The other 3 attempted to pull the injured crewman back.  Meanwhile, believing that all crew 

were safely out, the remaining 6 crew dropped through the bomb-bay. The first 4 chutes landed about a kilometre 

apart, and eventually met up on the ground but were not aware where Little Eva had crashed. The pilot and co-

pilot, being the last out, saw the flash as Little Eva hit the ground, and were able to make their way back to the air-

craft where they found the 4 dead at the rear of the aircraft. Unable to locate the 4 that had baled out first, the 

pilot and co-pilot decided to head north, believing that the would intersect the coast near Townsville. 

 

However, Little Eva had crashed between Doomadgee, Lawn Hill and Burketown, not far from the northern-most 

camp 119 of Burke and Wills, and the crew wandered further into desolate and uninhabited country. By chance, an 

aboriginal spotted the tracks of the pilot and co-pilot after about 10 days, and alerted the local station-owner who 

picked them up and took them to the homestead for food and shelter, meanwhile alerting the lone police consta-

ble at Normanton. Upon their arrival at Normanton, the US authorities arranged to collect them, and after recu-

perating at Townsville, they were returned to their squadron for further operations. 

 

The remaining survivors were not so lucky.  After struggling through scrub and mangroves, they eventually struck 

the coast of Carpentaria. Severely weakened by lack of food and water, they turned NW hoping to meet up with 

the east coast. After weeks, the mounted rescue patrols gave up the search within kilometres of the group, believ-

ing that they could not have survived so many months in the bush, and returned to Burketown. 

 

The gallant group continued their journey following the coast, and after crossing one of many crocodile-infested 

rivers, one of the party was swept away and drowned, his body washing up on a nearby beach. The remainder, 

weak and emaciated, found a crude shelter near the beach, and decided to stay until help arrived. After several 

weeks, their physical condition had diminished so severely that 2 more of the crew died, and the last survivor was 

so weak, he could only travel a few hundred yards from the shelter for roots and berries. 
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 Local station-owners had been advised of the crash, and kept on eye out for survivors, and although faint tracks 

had been spotted, there were no further signs.  A small party from one station engaged in the annual fence check 

decided to check out a small shelter previously built as a stockman‟s camp. There he found 2 bodies, and signs of a 

third person, so he followed tracks to find the tattered survivor near the hut. 

 

He was recovered, together with the 2 bodies from the hut, and the one from the beach, and after spending time 

at the station homestead, was returned via the police at Burketown to the US administration HQ in Townsville. 

Eventually, the last survivor was returned to the USA for recuperation and bond-raising tours. The wreck of Little 

Eva was eventually found, and the last 4 bodies recovered for burial.  The secret bomb-sight was also recovered as 

requested by US HQ. 

 

Further Liberator squadrons were sent from USA, and by 1944, were based at Fenton in NT. One of the US pilots 

from Fenton, Lt Jim Manley, married the Sister from Alice Springs Hospital, and after the war was over, flew the 

Flying Doctor service out of Connellan‟s Field, where the Alice Springs showgrounds are now located. Whilst 

there, he helped many aspiring Australian pilots to learn to fly. One, who later developed a helicopter mustering 

business, visited the Trackers 10 camp at Simpsons Gap, and was astounded that the editor was a friend of Jim 

Manley, and that the editor‟s wife was actually staying with Jim‟s wife Shirley in Queensland for the duration of the 

Trackers trip. Small world, isn‟t it? 

 

Some 70 years later, Hugh Davis and a small support group of 3 vehicles, diverted from the Trackers 10 trip, and 

after receiving an extensive briefing, together with GPS co-ordinates, from the police at Doomadgee, eventually 

found the remains of Little Eva in heavy scrub country after traversing many rocky tracks and swollen rivers, over-

coming several punctures, and having completed the final few kilometres on foot.  Since the crash, the aircraft en-

gines and landing gear have been recovered for scrap or for collectors, and the dense scrub has grown around the 

remaining debris. 

 

.  

 

Hugh Davis at the Doomadgee police briefing – note the aboriginal drawing of Little Eva hanging on the wall. 
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 The Corowa ‘Year of’ series of DVDs 

 

Available from Image Control in Melbourne at a cost of $35.00 each plus postage. 

 

The first six DVDs can be purchased as a pack consisting of the years 2002 to 2008 for only $120 plus postage. 

 

Contact Image Control on (03) 94293301 or email keith.webb@imagecontrol.com.au 

 

This series features plenty of action and the stories behind some of the many fascinating and unique vehicles taking 
part in the annual event at Corowa, NSW. 

 

2002 - Year of the Blitz 

This is the story of an attempt to establish a Guinness World Record for the largest gathering of privately owned Blitz 
trucks. Along the way we learn about the origins of these vehicles, their military and post-war service. Extra features 

include the 2004 Year of the Dodge featurette. 

 

2003 - Year of the Studebaker 

Colourful and entertaining this documentary covers both the history of the US6 Studebaker and the event. See the 
convoys through Corowa and Rutherglen and the attempt on a new Guinness World Record at the Corowa Airport. 
Special feature is the story of the North South road told by veteran army driver Alan Smith. 

 

2005 - Year of the Carrier 

 This year the theme vehicle is the charismatic tracked carrier so popular with military vehicle enthusiasts. Extra fea-
tures include an hour of footage ranging from Carriers in Canada to a profile on the 2 pounder Tank Attack carrier 
owned by the Bandiana Army Museum. 

 

2006 - Year of the Armoured Car 

Among a total of 123 military vehicles were 8 White Scout Cars, Ferrets, Half track, Lynx, a Daimler Dingo and LP4 
Armoured Car. Extra features include a visit to Precision Aerospace in Wangaratta, an extended interview with histo-
rian Mike Cecil and coverage of the Melbourne Tank Museum auction. 

 

2007 - Year of the Cycle and Staff Car 

The 28th Annual Swim-in had a dual theme this year attracting over 30 bicycles, staff cars and motorcycles along 
with a further 130 military vehicles. Special features include the history of these vehicles by Mike Cecil and a trip to 
Tocumwal with a talk from local historian Bob Brown. 

 

2008 - Year of the Tracked Vehicle 

With some 150 vehicles at Corowa this DVD is full of tracked action. From a unique LP3 carrier prototype to the 
mighty Russian T34 we take you onboard some of the most interesting military vehicles yet seen at Corowa. 

Extras include a visit to collector Ron Fry to see his extensive collection and ride in his Stuart as well as taking you 
to see the tanks at Mons. 

mailto:keith.webb@imagecontrol.com.au
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2009 - Year of the Amphibian and Blitz 2. 

The 30th anniversary of the event at Corowa saw a joint theme featuring amphibious vehicles and also a reprise of 
2002, year of the Blitz. The record of 34 blitzes set that year was eclipsed with 43 blitz trucks being part of a total of 
194 military vehicles. Highlights of this DVD are the Buffalo, Kübelwagen, plus a variety of Blitzes. 

 

2010 - Year of the Jeep 

This was always going to be a large event. 179 Jeeps making up more than half of the total of a massive 266 vehi-
cles this year. The featured vehicle is the very rare 1940 Willys MA. At the other end of the scale is a Mutt, repaired 
onsite after a collision with a kangaroo. The wet conditions led to plenty of action in the mud. 

 

Also available: 

Backfire, a 1944 propaganda short movie made by Ford Canada featuring scenes of the construction and spectacu-
lar testing of Canadian Military Pattern (blitz) trucks and carriers. 

$20.00 plus postage. 

 

About Image Control 

Headed by military historian and enthusiast Keith Webb, Image Control was established back in 1982 and today is 
one of Melbourne’s best known multimedia production houses, working with a varied range of clients to produce cor-
porate video, television and radio commercials, documentaries, sound production, graphic design and websites. 

Trained as a photographer, Keith is also a cinematographer and editor. In addition to running the business he has a 
keen interest in Australian military history, in particular Blitz trucks and aircraft. Current projects include work for the 
Temora Aviation Museum (where Keith is Director for the Unsung Heroes project), the RAAF Museum, Point Cook 
and Fleet Air Arm Museum, Nowra. He is on the board of the Spitfire Association and Australian representative for 
the Spitfire Society (UK). 

 

Dodge 3/4 ton Weapons Carrier, good going order, new tyres, canvas and seats.   $16,000.   

Ring Bluey...0438 687 985 

  

 

3 GMC 6 X 6's appeared in 'The Great Raid' and Steven Speilberg's 'Pacific'.  These are museum quality. Restora-
tions complete with all new canvas, tyres, bodies, seats & timber troop seats, instruments, wiring harnesses, hydro-

vacs.  The Studebaker US6 features same as GMC's but also has a fully reconditioned motor less than 200 miles. 

Rego not transferable.     $25,000 each. 

 

Phone Gary....0428 491 771                              6:30am to 6:30pm 
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FV 432 APC MK1                                                       

$45,000.00              

Fully prepared vehicle, runs and drives perfectly. Fitted with B81 

Rolls Royce motor and Merrit Brown auto transmission also fitted 

with C42, B47 wireless system and i/c with separate batteries and 

headsets and microphones. Comes complete with troopseats, pio-

neer tools, cmdrs pintle mount, track tools, tool roll and tools and 

all aerial mounts with aerials and ATUs. 

Vehicle has been completely sandblasted and repainted. It starts 

on the button and comes with user manual. 

These vehicles are now nearly impossible to get into Australia due 

to customs and quarantine restrictions. This vehicle has been 

owned and treasured for 10 years and is being sold as I am ration-

alising my collection. Pick up three hours from Sydney. 

BE QUICK BECAUSE THERE WON’T BE ANOTHER ONE ! 
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 Four 825 x 20 Highway Tread Tyres 

Brand New 

$800 

Rick Cove 0401278238 

Gary 0427229783 

 

Scout Car Skate Rail Trolleys [yes the real deal] 

One still in Cosmolene, one reproduction 

0412897477 

 

M5 49 TO 53 

WW2 Antenna 

Ray Edsall 

 

1965 International MK3 two & half ton GS Truck 

Goes Well 

90% complete Restoration 

VGC 

$12,000 

Glen 0428178970 

 

F.W.D. Truck 4x4 with winch behind cab 

$1,500 

Mark  0418489707 

 

1971 International 4x4, 71a original 23,000 miles. I bought new front tyres, new cold caps on rear good spare 

tyre, new slave cylinders, new brake hoses, new master cylinder, new air brake valve [foot pedal] fully recondi-

tioned 345 inter motor, built for gas [fuel] has reconditioned air pump, has huge mech. Winch air operated 

from cab, no oil leaks, all lights work. This ex army truck runs beautifully, & extremely economical on gas. 

Photos available. 

Unregistered. 

$11,000 

Graeme  0248494390 or 0429456841 

 

Expression of Interest 

1 x Gamma Goat M 561, 6x6 

3 cyl GM 371 [Just Rebuilt] 

One & quarter payload, original blackout lights 

Good tyres, no rust, ring for details 

0421203323 
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FOR SALE 

Military Land Rover 2A / 3  Back 

$395 or offer 

At Cessnock 

Peter 0412897477 or 0412897477 
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Ex Army Ford Powerpak 

In running order 

$1,200 

Garry  0427622578 or 026622578   John  0417655388  Casino  NSW 
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C15 CHEV BLITZ for SALE 

  

Complete ground up restoration 3 years ago! Approx. 500 klms done since restoration! 

Original Motor FULLY restored. 'PURRS LIKE A KITTEN' [meow] NO Shortcuts, nothing to spend! Just get in & drive. 

Converted to12 volt, Electric Wipers, Indicators, Pintle Hook + tow ball. 

Restored to 6th Division North Africa 

Colour: Desert Sand 

Hence the name on the bumper: 'Rommel's Nightmare' 

TO BE SOLD UNREGISTERED DUE TO NSW CLUB REGISTRATION.  Plates not transferable. 

Reason for selling! TOO MANY TOYS 

$14,500.00 

Other photos available on request  

Genuine Enquiries Only please. 

Isabella.1827@gmail.com or 0411 586 500 Merv 

mailto:Isabella.1827@gmail.com
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Almost complete but unrestored Ford Marmon-Herrington ‘Dingo Scout car 

No.77212. This comes with quite a few spares including spare chassis, transfer  

cases, many wheels, spare front mudguard & more, but is still missing the 

gunners hatch, seats, dashboard & one fuel tank. Offers around A$12,250.00 

for this extremely rare piece of wheels armour. 

Rick Cove   0401278238   rckev@internode.on.net 

mailto:rckev@internode.on.net
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FOR SALE 

1945 CHEVROLET C60 BLITZ 

$3200. Cab chassis only – no tray. Unfinished project. Engine running when parked approx. three years ago. 

Vehicle as per photos with the following items included in sale: Original radiator, radiator grill, headlights, 

engine air filter, passenger seat, windscreen glass & frames. Vehicle was sand blasted & spray painted when 

first acquired, but will need to be re-done. Vehicle currently located in Sydney, NSW 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

WANTED 
Skate Rails & Brackets for 

White Scout Car 

Adrian Collett  Wee Waa  0267956166 

Harvey Black 0427254374 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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  Used by the British Army as a replacement for the Ferret, this vehicle came out of service in 2002.  It saw  

very little use while in service, so it runs and drives perfectly. It’s powered by a 6 cyl 4.2  Jaguar engine 

driving a five speed preselect transmission.  

  

The Fox is fitted with run flat tyres (negligible wear), the turret has a mock-up 30mm Rarden cannon (all  

working parts removed),   a working intercom, three headsets, helmets, pressels, aerials, all pioneer tools,  

drivers approach screen (keeps you dry when driving in the rain) and  original vehicle drivers manual.   

  

Over the last 5 years this Fox has been very well cared for, always garaged and used only sparingly for dis-

plays and shows.  It is reluctantly for sale due to the need to downsize my collection.  

 

Call Colin Brown   

0427 105 762 
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Corowa Boarding Kennels and Cattery 

 

Lot 354 Spring Road, Corowa, NSW, 
2646 

P.O. Box 440 

 

02 6033 5661 

Rod Garthwaite 
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33rd Annual GPA Swim-In and Ex-Military  

Vehicle Gathering 

 

Monday 12th March to Sunday 18th March 2012 

 

The theme for 2012 is ‘Year of the 6x6’. All ex-military vehicles 

and enthusiasts are invited to attend. 

 

ENTRY FORM 

Entrant/Driver 

Name………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Ad-

dress………………………………………………………………………………………………Participants 

Names………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………Contact 

numbers: (H)………………………………… (W)…………………………. 

Mobile……………………………..Fax:…………………………………  

Email:……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Expected day of arrival:………………………………………..   

Member of the following 

clubs:……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Vehicle Year………… Vehicle Make…………………… Vehicle Model………………. 

Registration/Permit No…………………………………………………….. 

 

DECLARATION 

 

All entrants, drivers, riders and participants enter and participate solely at their own risk. The or-

ganisers, promoters, sponsors, their agents or employees will not be liable for any loss or damage 

suffered by or to any entrant, owner, driver, rider or passenger under any circumstances. In signing 

this declaration I acknowledge that I have read, understood and accepted the Rules and Conditions 

of entry.  I certify that the vehicle entered complies with the rules of KVE Incorporated. All firearms 

brought to the event must meet NSW firearms legislation. All vehicles or vessels that enter the wa-

ter must comply with the NSW Boating Regulations.  I agree to be bound by these rules and by all 

roads, waterways and traffic management laws and regulations.   I agree to show due courtesy to all 

users of the roads and waterways. Any conditions not governed by the regulations will be adjudi-

cated by the Committee whose decision shall be final. 

 

Entrant‟s Signature………………………………………………………… 

 

Date…………………………… 

 

Entry Fee is $15 per Entrant enclosed with Entry form 

Please make cheque or money order payable to KVE Inc. (Sorry no credit card facilities.) 

Send to Jan Thompson, 9/1 Millett Rd, Mosman, NSW, 2088  
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KVE Incorporated 

Organisers of the annual GPA Swim In 

Commences on the long weekend (Victorian   

Public Holiday) in March. 

 

Please visit our website for more info. 

http://corowaswim-in.org 

Submissions for this newsletter can be emailed to  

kveinc@optusnet.com.au 

 

See you at Corowa in 2012. 

 

Entry forms can be sent to the following 

address: 

 

Jan Thompson  

9/1 Millett Rd, Mosman NSW, 2088 

Phone: 0423 943010 

E-mail: kveinc@optusnet.com.au 

http://corowaswim-in.org 

KVE Inc 

Khaki Vehicle Enthusiasts 

Incorporated 

Sponsored By 

http://www.corowaswim-in.org/

